
RESTRAINING ARBITRARY STATE

ACTION AND CORRUPTION

A N EFFECTIVE STATE CAN CONTRIBUTE POWERFULLY the payoffs from, corruption while raising the price and
A to sustainable development and the reduction of the probability of being caught.

poverty. But there is no guarantee that state intervention
will benefit society. The state's monopoly on coercion, Formal checks and balances
which gives it the power to intervene effectively in eco- In framing a government to be administered by men
nomic activity, also gives it the power to intervene arbi- over men, the great difficulty lies in this: you must first
trarily. This power, coupled with access to information enable the government to control the governed; and in
not available to the general public, creates opportunities the next place oblige it to control itself
for public officials to promote their own interests, or those -James Madison, Federalist No. 51 (1788)
of friends or allies, at the expense of the general interest.
The possibilities for rent seeking and corruption are con- Restraining the potential use and abuse of state power is
siderable. Countries must therefore work to establish and a challenge for any country. Harder still is doing it with-
nurture mechanisms that give state agencies the flexibility out depriving state agencies of the flexibility they need to
and the incentive to act for the common good, while at do their job. The misuse of state power creates serious
the same time restraining arbitrary and corrupt behavior problems of credibility, whose effects linger long after
in dealings with businesses and citizens. the event. The expropriation of property and the harass-

Chapter 5 focused on building the capability of the ment of entrepreneurial Asian minorities in Uganda
public sector. Many of the reforms discussed there will under Idi Amin left a legacy of distrust, which initially
contribute to reducing arbitrariness and corruption. Par- posed enormous problems when the current administra-
ticularly useful toward that end are instilling a rule-based tion tried to attract private investment. But arbitrary and
culture in public institutions, and curbing patronage in capricious state action undermines more than credibility.
the civil service. This chapter broadens that discussion to It undermines the rule of law itself, by weakening the
look at mechanisms to restrain arbitrary state action and force of whatever rules the state has set in place. And it
corruption more generally. fosters conditions that encourage state officials to place

The chapter examines first the formal checks and bal- themselves above the law and tempt the rest of society to
ances that need to be built into the structure of govern- do the same. Development, in these circumstances, hits a
ment, including judicial independence and the separation brick wall.
of powers. These promote credibility and accountability.
But formal instruments of restraint are seldom enough, Instruments of restraint
particularly in countries where corruption has become Sustainable development generally calls for formal
well entrenched. Therefore this chapter also analyzes the mechanisms of restraint that hold the state and its officials
options for these states and others seeking to make a dent accountable for their actions. To be enduring and credible,
in corruption, by examining its root causes. One impor- these mechanisms must be anchored in core state institu-
tant lesson is that anticorruption efforts must proceed tions; if these are too weak, external mechanisms such as
along many fronts, to reduce the opportunities for, and intcrnational adjudication may substitute temporarily. The
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two principal formal mechanisms of restraint are a strong, bailiffs are not under the control of judges but are em-
independent judiciary and the separation of powers. ployed by the Ministry of Justice. Thus, although judges

JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE AND EFFECTIVENESS. To are competent and reasonably efficient, enforcement is
prosper, economies need institutional arrangements to slow and often ineffective because the number of bailiffs
resolve disputes among firms, citizens, and governments; has not kept pace with the rising caseload.
to clarify ambiguities in laws and regulations; and to Developing relationships among the judiciary, legisla-
enforce compliance. Societies have devised a broad array ture, and executive that ensure judicial independence and
of formal and informal mechanisms to do this, but none reliable enforcement is a gradual process. Studies show
more important than the formal judiciary. It alone has that private sector confidence in the rule of law increases
access to the coercive authority of the state to enforce with each year a stable regime remains in place. More
judgments. And it alone has the formal authority to rule broadly, as Box 6.1 illustrates for Peru, the success of
on the legality of actions by the legislative and the execu- third-party mechanisms for enforcement depends in large
tive branches. This special relation to the rest of the state part on citizens viewing those mechanisms as legitimate.
puts the judiciary in a unique position to support sustain- In countries where judicial institutions are weak, it may be
able development, by holding the other two branches at least as important to demonstrate to citizens and firms
accountable for their decisions and underpinning the the potential benefits of a well-functioning judiciary, and
credibility of the overall business and political environ- to win support for good laws and impartial enforcement,
ment. Yet judiciaries can play this role only when three as it is to proceed with wholly technocratic programs of
core conditions are met: independence, the power to judicial reform.
enforce rulings, and efficient organization. The third component of judicial effectiveness is organi-

Independence from the rest of government is the most zational efficiency, which is needed to avoid long delays in
important of these. Whatever the precise character of clearing cases. The average case takes 1,500 days to clear in
judicial relations with the legislature and the executive, all Brazil and Ecuador, but only 100 days in France. Long de-
industrial countries-and many developing countries- lays raise the transactions costs for dispute resolution and
rely on the judiciary to hold the executive accountable may block access for some potential users; however, the
under the law and to interpret and enforce the terms of internal efficiency of the judiciary is less critical than its
the constitution. independence and its enforcement authority. As discussed

Judicial independence has been repeatedly compro- in Chapter 3, even when saddled with cumbersome and
mised in some countries, and in no country has the judi- costly procedures, judicial systems can strengthen credibil-
ciary been immune from political efforts to override its ity in countries as long as their decisions are perceived to
decisions. Legislatures and executives have used a variety be fair. Any state beginning from a weak institutional base
of gambits to rein in their judiciaries: should consider building this aspect of judicial perfor-

mance its first priority.
* Judges of the superior court in Malta were suspended SEPARATION OF POWERS. Judiciaries may be capable of

one hour before a case challenging executive actions enforcing rules, but if the public has little faith in those
was to be heard. rules remaining stable, the state's credibility can still be

H A succession of Pakistani governments in the past compromised. The classic constitutional mechanism for
appointed temporary judges, whose lack of tenure restraining constant legislative changes is the horizontal
made them more vulnerable to political influence. and vertical separation of powers.

• Although Ukraine's constitution declares that the courts Power can be divided horizontally among the judi-
are independent of the executive, judges remain largely ciary, the legislature, and the executive, and vertically be-
dependent on local authorities for their housing. Judges tween central and local authorities. The patterns of a
who have ruled against city officials appear to be partic- country's political party organization-which can range
ularly susceptible to long delays in getting housing. from a small number of highly disciplined parties to a

large number of parties whose members only loosely abide
The effectiveness of the judiciary also depends on its by a party line, and that can govern only by forming multi-

decisions being enforced. In practice that means that party coalitions-also influence the extent to which polit-
other branches of the government must consent to pro- ical power is concentrated or diffused.
vide the resources needed for enforcement, including per- The broader the separation of powers, the greater will
sonnel authorized by law to serve court documents, to be the number of veto points to be navigated to change
seize and dispose of property, and to turn the proceeds any rule-based commitments. Thus the separation of
over to the winning party. In many countries this enforce- powers increases confidence in the stability of rules. Mul-
rnent capability is constrained. In Poland, for instance, tiple veto points can be a double-edged sword, however:
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Box 6.1 How popular participation improved property rights and dispute resolution in Peru

LTntil 1 "8.l most Peruvians itving in marginal urban monopolies that held a 5tA:e in the old system. sucI as
setdemenrs and rural areas did no[ enjov the security lawy-vers' associations and notaries, strongly opposed rho
prosided by- formal ownership of [heir real properrv proposed refarnis. communirv-lc\el support carried the
ClO percent of the population in urban areas and 80 day.
percent in rural areao). The traditional wssrem of prop- in 1989) a new propertt registration system was
cay regnistration wlS rn bv the Nlinisrri of Ius;ice. and enacted into law. The new sstem Idramruicalilv reduced
conflicts were resolved by rhe judiciary. The system transactions coirs and uncertaint by! reducing the
was perceived by poor urban and rural properrt ovn- poctr of the proflessional mcnopolies. Instead the,
ers as a sys.tem for the rich, who could better alfford the tern uses community norms, such a: neighbors vouch-
high transactions cosis. ing for a parrr-s ownership claimn, ro establish properry

In the early I 980s the Institute of Liberty and rights anid resolve conflicts. Subject ro admnhisirariue
Democraciy lLD), an NGO. becan a campaign to requirements peclfied by t-he law. any law-yer maser-e
improve the property rights of poor Peruvians. The as a third-part- %vrifler, sign the properrt titles, and
ILD began by holding extensive public hearings ro resolve conflicts in the tield. Contctcd or complicated
gather complaints, idenrihir relsons wthy citizens did cases are re,olved by the new s-vstcnr's chief registrar.
nor formally register their propert, and publicize rhe %%ho is appointed by the Mlinistry of Housing. nor the
potenrial benefits and costs of registra[ion and secure jud1iiary. OnIv after these mechanisms hav.e failed can
property. The group coupled this partiipatory pro(css the contlict be takcn to a judgC.
wich a study of the laws and regulations g,oerning By - l. - the new v stnem had registered nearly
properrn registration and cnfo[cenient. Based on the l120XItIi entitics. and btwceen 109-14 and it)6 re2us-
resulting diagnossi,. the 1ID then developed concrete tered an additionall lTp.iiii. Spurred by its demrand-
proposals for relbrrm. These were publicly debared and driven decsign. the system continues ro evollve and imi-
fine-runed starting in 198t). Although the profre'ional tlatics are under w-ay to e-pand it nationv.ide.

they make it just as hard to change harmful rules as to anchored by any domestic institution. On the trade front,
change the beneficial ones. both the European Union and the North American Free

Many developing countries, including some with for- Trade Agreement have been able to play this role, and
mal separation of powers, have few effective checks and many countries will find it an important reason to join the
balances on the actions of political leaders. In some coun- World Trade Organization. Clearly, sovereign countries
tries legislative oversight is weak because of poor capacity can still reverse course on, for example, trade policy by
and inadequate information. In others the executive dom- withdrawing from such agreements. But they then have to
inates a compliant legislature. But like the development of calculate not just the benefits and costs of the policy rever-
a well-functioning judicial system, the formal elaboration sal, but also the broader costs of reneging on an interna-
of constitutional checks and balances, or their more effec- tional commitment for which their partners will hold
tive institutionalization, is a gradual process. them accountable. The threat of international censure

EXTERNAL MECHANISMS. To some extent, extraterritor- makes countries less likely to reverse course.
ial and international restraints can substitute for limita- Agreements with multilateral organizations, such as the
tions on the ability of national institutions to enforce rules IMF or the World Bank, often include some degree of pol-
or to signal credibly that the rules will remain reasonably icy conditionality: in order to borrow funds, for example,
stable over time. One option is to use extraterritorial adju- countries undertake certain reforms. This can have a simi-
dication to underpin the domestic judicial system. Confi- lar benefit for some countries. These conditionalities can be
dence in the Jamaican judicial system is buttressed by the viewed as a sign of national commitment to the policies that
fact that the United Kingdom's Privy Council serves as its are included as conditions. Countries with weak domestic
appellate court of last resort. Because of the weaknesses of commitment mechanisms can strengthen their credibility
the Philippine judicial system, many firms, domestic as by binding themselves to pay a penalty should they violate
well as foreign, prefer to adjudicate their contracts offshore. the agreement. One of the intentions behind World Bank

As Chapter 3 noted, international agreements are a sec- guarantees is to accelerate the flow of private finance to
ond mechanism for strengthening commitments not developing countries by underpinning such commitments.
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Building inflexibility 1996 a blockbuster movie, Hindustani, expressed an ex-
Instruments of restraint are a vital foundation for sustain- treme form of popular outrage over corruption. The
able development. But excessive restraint can lead to movie depicts horrific tales of callous politicians and
paralysis. Instruments for restraining government need to bureaucrats willing to let hospital patients die and poor
be complemented by institutional arrangements that pensioners starve unless they receive their cut.
build in flexibility for the executive branch in formulating Fiction thrives on exaggeration. But it is also a mirror
and implementing policies and adapting to new informa- that society holds up to itself to reflect entrenched prob-
tion and changing circumstances. lems. These tales-a century and a hemisphere apart-

As discussed in Chapter 5, countries have tried a vari- remind us that corruption is nothing new, nor is it con-
ety of institutional arrangements that combine flexibility fined to any particular corner of the world. It is a problem
with restraint. Some arrangements-such as deliberation that has deeply affected the lives and stirred the resent-
councils in East Asia and the Administrative Procedures ment of citizens and businesspeople the world over.
Act in the United States-delegate substantial autonomy Today, citizens everywhere demand greater probity of
to executive agencies to define the substance and under- government officials, and the new transparency in domes-
take the implementation of policy. But they also require tic and global markets brings corruption more quickly to
these agencies to follow procedures that open their deci- the public eye. In the past few years allegations of corrup-
sions to input and oversight by other arms of the state and tion have contributed to the fall of governments through-
by civil society and businesses. Other arrangements rely out the world. Two former presidents of the Republic of
on mechanisms within the executive branch to promote Korea have been prosecuted and indicted. A president of
flexibility within restraints, such as the devolution of Brazil was impeached on charges of corruption. In Octo-
managerial authority to executive agencies within set bud- ber 1996 more than 250,000 people protested the Belgian
gets and performance targets. government's handling of a pedophile ring and alleged

But even if bureaucracies are embedded in processes corruption in judicial appointments and enforcement.
that provide ample opportunity for outside input and And a fierce debate has erupted over the financing of
oversight, the risk remains that officials will pursue per- political campaigns and its influence on public policy in
sonal rather than organizational goals. Self-seeking behav- the aftermath of the 1996 U.S. presidential election.
ior can degenerate into corruption when private interests Corruption has been defined in many ways. This
wield their influence in illegal and secret ways, circum- Report defines it as the abuse of public power for private
venting the legal and bureaucratic rules designed to keep gain. Although corruption tends to get the most atten-
them out. Whether public institutions succumb to these tion, it is a symptom of a more general problem of per-
and other sources of corruption will depend on the verse underlying incentives in public service. Corruption
strength of their institutional defenses. How these are flourishes where distortions in the policy and regulatory
built and maintained is the subject of the next section. regime provide scope for it and where institutions of

restraint are weak. The problem of corruption lies at the
Controlling corruption intersection of the public and the private sectors. It is a

A Congressional appropriation costs money. . . . A two-way street. Private interests, domestic and external,
majority of the House Committee, say $10,000 wield their influence through illegal means to take advan-
apiece-$4 0, 000; a majority of the Senate Commit- tage of opportunities for corruption and rent seeking, and
tee, the same each-say $40,000; a little extra to one public institutions succumb to these and other sources of
or two chairmen of one or two such committees, say corruption in the absence of credible restraints.
$10,000 each. Then seven male lobbyists at $3,000 Corruption violates the public trust and corrodes social
each; one female lobbyist, $10,000; a high moral Con- capital. A small side payment for a government service
gressman or Senator here and there-the high moral may seem a minor offense, but it is not the only cost-cor-
ones cost more. ruption can have far-reaching externalities. Unchecked,
-A U.S. railroad company owner in Mark Twain the creeping accumulation of seemingly minor infractions

and Charles Warner, The GildedAge: can slowly erode political legitimacy to the point where
A Tale of Today (1877) even noncorrupt officials and members of the public see

little point in playing by the rules.
Mark Twain's damning tale was a thinly veiled caricature Studies have shown a clear negative correlation between
of corruption in the U.S. Congress in the 1 870s. Twain's the level of corruption (as perceived by businesspeople)
novel followed closely on the heels of the infamous Credit and both investment and economic growth. This is con-
Mobilier scandal, in which two prominent businessmen firmed for investment levels by the results of the private
brazenly bought their way into the Congress. In India in sector survey conducted for this Report (Figure 6. 1). As we
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saw in Chapter 3, the survey identified corruption as one
of the major obstacles to doing business in many countries. Figure 6.1 High and unpredictable corruption
Yet it is not just a cost of doing business. Other surveys and hurts investment
anecdotal evidence suggest that the greatest victims of
petty corruption are usually the poor. Gross ,nies.rnenEn- -

Despite such evidence, many parts of the developing GFeocen-.

world retain a certain ambivalence toward corruption. A
commonly heard view is that corruption merely greases -
the wheels of commerce, and that without it there would
be no transactions and no growth. Apparent support for S i".
this argument comes from the fact that some countries 20
that rank high in surveys of the level of corruption have | ' . i
also excelled in economic growth. The predictability of 15
corruption-both that of the amount one has to pay and
that of receiving the outcome one has paid for-provides li
some insights into this apparent paradox. For a given level
of corruption, countries with more predictable corruption
have higher investment rates (Figure 6.1). But even in - E i
these countries corruption has an adverse impact on eco- LCl .

nomic performance. Figure 6.1 also shows that, no matter Kgh
how high the degree of predictability of corruption in a Level of Predictability
country, its rate of investment would be significantly corruption of payments

... . .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~and outcomeshigher were there less corruption.
Countries that have so far achieved high rates of eco- 4i1e. E:c I, a br T PePuir-

nomic growth despite serious corruption may find them- ire r,s-i .l *r a reu*- , unr,r2 di CT, rr,,rr. ne

selves paying a higher price in the future. Tolerating cor- arue-.r I'*tnr;ne ouflC. C,:nr.II,r,a o ,,-.:.n,r iu-: B!)fl hu,j

ruption that siphons off payments of, say, 10 percent on p bhrt - ArfiC .cr, :-,l T3rrrn,-l b Jre i.r.jet, ii >s-r rr

average may generate pressures to increase the take to 15 sirJ,:,r sjr e :r,*..b-i ior I-S Rcs:*r.

or 20 percent. Corruption feeds on itself, creating a
widening spiral of illegal payoffs until ultimately develop-
ment is undermined and years of progress are reversed.
And the very growth that permitted corruption in the past endemic, these officials may create additional red tape and
can produce a shift from productive activities to an unpro- delays to induce even higher payments. Of course, corrup-
ductive struggle for the spoils. Over time corruption tion also occurs at the highest levels of government, in the
becomes entrenched, so that when governments finally do awarding of major contracts, privatization, the allocation
move to contain it, they meet powerful resistance. of import quotas, and the regulation of natural monopo-

lies. This helps explain why corruption is more prevalent
Causes of corruption in countries with highly distorted policies, as measured by
Incentives for corrupt behavior arise whenever public offi- variables such as the black market exchange rate premium
cials have wide discretion and little accountability. Politi- (top left panel in Figure 6.2). Any policy that creates an
cians, bureaucrats, and judges control access to valuable artificial gap berween demand and supply creates a prof-
benefits and can impose costs on private citizens and busi- itable opportunity for opportunistic middlemen.
nesses. Public officials may be tempted to use their posi- The probability of being caught and punished (for the
tions for private gain by accepting bribes; for their part, person paying the bribe and for the official receiving it)
private individuals may be willing to make illegal pay- also affects the level of corruption. Economic analysis of
ments to get what they want from government. Thus, a the law suggests that individuals weigh the expected ben-
necessary condition for corruption is that public officials efits of breaking the law against the expected costs (the
have rewards and penalties at their disposal. probability of being caught and punished multiplied by

Some corruption stems from opportunities generated the level of punishment). Corruption may be high in a
by the policy environment, at the bottom or the top of country where the government system does little to deter
the hierarchy. Payoffs are frequent to lower-level officials bribes. Lawbreakers may believe that there is little chance
charged with collecting tariffs, providing police protec- of being caught or, if caught, of having to pay the penalty,
tion, issuing permits, and the like. When corruption is since they believe that the system of justice itself can be
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Figure 6.2 Some factors associated with corruption
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corrupted. Corruption can even persist in countries with a serious threat if more remunerative positions are avail-
substantial press freedom and public resentment against able legally in the private sector. Hence corruption is
it, if there is little hope of independent judicial resolution often positively associated with the difference between
of important cases. This Report's private sector survey public and private salaries, or what may be termed the
found a negative correlation between reported levels of "rate of temptation" (bottom left panel in Figure 6.2). But
corruption and judicial predictability (top right panel in simply raising civil service salaries may not reduce corrupt
Figure 6.2). behavior. Pay reform must be combined with credible

Finally, corruption may thrive if the consequences of monitoring and law enforcement. Merit-based recruit-
being caught and disciplined are low relative to the bene- ment and promotion mechanisms that restrain political
fits. Officials frequently control the allocation of benefits patronage and create a more impartial public service are
and costs whose value far exceeds their own salaries. Cor- also associated with lower corruption (bottom right panel
ruption becomes especially likely if the wages of public in Figure 6.2).
service do not reflect the comparable private wage. Where
civil service wages are very low, officials may try to eke out Reducing corruption
a middle-class standard of living by supplementing their Several countries have managed to reduce endemic cor-
pay with illegal payoffs. The risk of being fired from a ruption over time. The struggle of the Progressive move-
low-paying civil service job because of corruption is not ment against the power of U.S. urban political machines
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of the nineteenth century is a case in point (Box 6.2). theme of Chapter 5: creating a rule-based bureaucracy
Containing corruption requires an understanding of the with a pay structure that rewards civil servants for honest
benefits and costs under public officials' control. Many efforts, a merit-based recruitment and promotion system
officials remain honest despite considerable temptation, to shield the civil service from political patronage, and
and many ordinary people and businesses refuse to pay credible financial controls to prevent the arbitrary use of
bribes despite the promise of short-term gain. But others public resources. Here we focus on the remaining two
succumb. It is unwise to deal with the possibility of cor- parts of the strategy. The first is to reduce the opportuni-
ruption by assuming that government officials are of ties for officials to act corruptly, by cutting back on their
higher moral standing than the rest of the population. discretionary authority. The second aims at enhancing

The actual extent of bribery and other corruption accountability by strengthening mechanisms of monitor-
depends not just on the potential gains and risks, but also ing and punishment-using not only criminal law but
on the relative bargaining power of the buyer and the also oversight by formal institutions and ordinary citizens.
seller of public favors. Reformers must also consider the REDUCING OPPORTUNITIES FOR CORRUPT PRACTICE.

fact that anticorruption efforts have marginal costs as well In general, any reform that increases the competitiveness
as marginal benefits; the efficient level of bribery will sel- of the economy will reduce incentives for corrupt behav-
dom be zero. ior. Thus policies that lower controls on foreign trade,

Corruption cannot be effectively attacked in isolation remove entry barriers to private industry, and privatize
from other problems. It is a symptom of problems at the state firms in a way that ensures competition will all
intersection of the public and the private sectors and support the fight. If the state has no authority to restrict
needs to be combated through a multipronged strategy. exports or to license businesses, there will be no opportu-
Recent reforms in Uganda illustrate such an approach nities to pay bribes in those areas. If a subsidy program is
(Box 6.3). One part of the strategy focuses on a major eliminated, any bribes that accompanied it will disappear

Box 6.2 Urban political machines in the United States and their reform

In the late ninetcenth and cards tventieth certurie- "Calth- proper"- owvners and tntroduced a plan to
man'- U.S. ciries werre dominated bh political piachinle. pSs properrY at mikrkc- E .liLc. The plan increaswd the
delined bt one schol.ir "as a politi,al pam., in vhich a assrv-ed value cf real estatc. Io% eredl the tax rare. and
boss overiees a hier.uchv of parrt regulars w% ho pro ide incrcased retenues. The cin's btuidet w%as cur b% S1.5
private favors to cirizens in exchange for soies and million ls patronage appoilntees lere rcmoved from
who' cipec: gov-rnment jobs in renrtn. ' Machine. CIffice Rcform ma1Vors in manY other U.S. citiei fol-

conrrclkdJ ciric, also t-picallt- niude corrupt. collu,ivc lo-m-ed inlilar policies.
ceals w%ith private businesses seeking contracts. tran- Refc.rm a1so involvc;d municipal franchises. In
chises, or protected markers. Thc politicians driving Philadelphia. for examplc. the machine-controlled cry-
these machines operared-and ilouri,hed-in nomi- council regularly .nsarcdced a gs franchise in return lot-r
nall- democratiL environments. ccnrriburitns o the RepLiblican Parry-. In 1F11, ret;rm

Mlachines wcere costlY to the comLmunities the- doni- m3yor Iohn \(eaxer vtcoed rhc franchise bill. 3p-
inated. Spending pcr capit for general adrninistr.irion poiitled A supporret to .i kIc pcsiti6on on the citr coun-
and for police and fiie ser-ices-both areas with lots of cc toI en;ure that the 'em %would bc upheld. and had
pacronage jobs-v.-as 3-i percent and I - perccnr higher. machine aldhcrenti arrestcd on charges of corruption
respctively,- in macuine-controlled thani in nunmachine Cities dominated by nmachinie' paid a high coit in
cines. To crik one extreme cas;C, in Bosron the number the fornm of inflated hudgets and inequlicable tax and
ot cty clerkE increa-sed by - percnrit beteen 1>i39 arid spending Avrcms. Athou h man% peoplc benetited
1907. while the poptulalon increased by less than a from the lobi and patronage dispenrsed by the
quarrer: nican-hile grovl-rh in produvtivity fell b half. rrachines. th, losrs ;lvre nmo!re numeCros still. It ns

The Progressive mnovemrient in [he LUnitcd Stace had the A ho, e%enrually organized to elect relornm candi-
as one of its main goals the relorm o machinedonri- daltes iii mint% cirie. . The was e of retinr mi n ors
nated citie. Refcrm frequently meant properyt rtx effected real change. %%hich persi'ted vs en ishen the
reform. Serh Low, New Vork's teform mnayor In the m3ihines fere returned to pcn%er. mainly because the
Calrlv I 90 0s). sva, distres.ed bY rthc tav-ouir-b,n sht.- -n to ritr-rm v.crc pupui.ar and hard to r'c-rse.
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Box 6.3 Fighting corruption in Uganda

LUganda. long plagued by ,-rreniic corruption. hlas ciil service lincluding thousands of ghost workers')
latrnched a multipronged battle against it. The ett;rt and a chin and porous tax base.
eniovs support frorm the counin-s leaders, who seem Cleaning up the civil senrice will tak-e y-ears, but
commirted to Ehc goa f sound governance. Llganda is making some progress. The effort includes

In the immediate posrcolonial period Uganda was a polic.- retbrm and deregulation to remove opportuniries
kleprocraric itate. By 196- the regime ruled without tix rent seeking: civil service reform to streamline rhe
holding elecrions. These beginnings set the stage for public work force, improve rernunerauon. provide train-
Idi Amin's rise to power in 19-1. LTnder .Amrn, gr- ing, and instill a code of erhics: resivAl of the Plublic
ernment became little more than a system of organized Acctounts CAmnlcrce of Parliament: a strengthened
crime used to e:aract rents from the public. Their auditor gencrals office: and a public relations campaign
depredations took many forms, including support for against and prosecution of corruption. under the author-
econornlcal-1v irraLional projects, exorbitanr militar- ir, tfn inspector general with povers t invesrigate and
expenditures, kickbacks on stre contracts. cxtortionate prosecute. Nuch remains to be done before corruption
import control, and expropriation of the properties ot can be said to be under conrrol. The insipector general,
Asians. Upon emerging from civil war in 198o3. [he hov.ever. has announced prosecutions against common
new Ulgandan tovernment under President Yoweri examples of rent seeking (such as cutsoms and procure-
Niuseveni inherited a weak. underpaid. and overstaffed ment fraud), which should have a dererrent effect.

as well. If price controls are lifted, market prices will can help blunt the incentive to be corrupt. Police offi-
reflect scarcity values, not the payment of bribes. cers, for example, must have discretionary authority to

Needless to say, reducing official discretion does not make law enforcement decisions on the spot, but pub-
mean eliminating regulatory and spending programs with lic complaints will often restrain any abuses.
strong justifications. Such programs must be reformed, * Introduce market-basedschemes that limit the discretion of
not eliminated. Abolishing taxes is not a sensible way to regulators. This approach also has the virtue of pro-
root out corruption among tax collectors; a corrupt police ducing an economically efficient allocation of re-
force cannot simply be closed down. Several measures sources. The sale of water and grazing rights, pollution
have proved effective in reducing official discretion in on- rights, and import and export licenses can improve
going programs: the efficiency of government operations while limiting

corruption.
* Clarify and streamline laws in ways that reduce official * Adopt administrative reforms that introduce competitive

discretion. Mexico's customs reforms cut the number of pressures into government. Open, competitive bidding
steps in the process from twelve to four; the remaining for public procurement contracts can reduce opportu-
steps were streamlined to reduce delays. nities for corrupt deals. Creating overlapping, compet-

* Contract for services with a private company, possibly a itive bureaucratic jurisdictions can greatly diminish the
foreign firm with no close ties to the country. When bargaining power of individual officials. If clients can
Indonesia contracted with a Swiss firm for customs turn to a second official when the first demands a bribe,
preinspection and valuation and for help in collecting no single official has the power to extract a large payoff
import duties, corruption declined. Contracting out so long as applicants are eligible for the service. And
monitoring functions is pointless, however, unless the if it is the applicants who are seeking something ille-
government makes use of the reports it receives-and gal, overlapping enforcement areas can help to check
that does not always happen. payoffs as well. For instance, when the state wants to

* Make rules more transparent. Simpler, nondiscretionary control illegal businesses, police officers can be given
tax, spending, and regulatory laws can limit opportuni- overlapping enforcement areas to reduce opportunities
ties for corruption. Sometimes a certain risk of corrup- for corruption.
tion is tolerated because the benefits of a discretionary
approach to program administration exceed the costs of STRENGTHENING MECHANISMS FOR MONITORING AND

corruption. But even then transparency and publicity PUNISHMENT. Independent watchdog institutions that are
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part of the government structure can also curb corruption. units to root out corrupt contractors and propose ways
Countries have experimented with various approaches: to reorganize the agency to reduce corruption.

* Whistleblower statutes protect and reward public
* Some countries have independent anticorruption com- employees who report the malfeasance of co-workers or

missions or inspectors general that can investigate alle- government contractors. The United States, for exam-
gations and bring cases to trial. The most famous is the ple, has a statute that calls for rewarding workers who
Independent Commission against Corruption in Hong report irregularities in government contracts. Such an
Kong (China), which reports exclusively to the highest incentive for reporting is often necessary, since people
authority and has extensive powers (Box 6.4). Singa- who report co-workers' misdeeds are frequently ostra-
pore and Botswana have similar institutions. cized. Such measures are hollow, however, unless pros-

* Ombudsmen hear citizen complaints and can help ecutors follow up, courts are incorruptible and effi-
increase the accountability of government agencies. ciently run, and penalties are severe enough to deter
Under the Ombudsman Act of 199 1, South Africa has potential offenders.
established a public protector to investigate alleged
improprieties (malfeasance, corruption, human rights Watchdog organizations should focus not only on
abuses) by public officials and to prepare reports, which those who receive bribes, but also on those who pay them.
are usually made public. The office cannot initiate legal It takes two to tango, and penalties should be equally
actions but will refer cases to offices that can. severe on both sides-usually a multiple of the bribes

* Some public agencies, such as the School Construction received or paid. Penalties for bribe payers should also
Authority in New York City, have established internal include the prospect of being barred from contracting

Box 6.4 Hong Kong's independent commission against corruption

Corruption w-as endemic in Hong Kong: iChina) dur- at tirsE backed. do,sn and granEed an arnnest\ Tor
ing the 1960s. [is entrenched character is suggested by oftenses committed before Januarv- 1l)". Thk set-
expressions popular au the time: people had the choice back ssas harmful tO the commission's prestige. but it
ol 'getting on the bus u;cTiv-ely parricipatinig in cor- was able to recover with a -orotI public education
ruprioni or "running aJongside the bus" ibeing a campaign. Publit sartevy,carried our bet-ween I) and
bYstander who did nor interferc with the systerni. 1"19-4 indicatie that public perceptions of corrupTion
'Standincg in fronr of the bus'' reporting or resisting have fallen significantly. Indirect e%idence suggests that

corruprion) n:s not a viable option. active corruprion has declined as velJ.
Spurtcd to acrion by a scandal in%olvkin a hiph- Stll. the ICAC? is nor %%ithout its problems. The

ranking police officer. [he then-governor general escab- main one is thar ir report-s only to the governor. .An
lished the independaent Commission Against Corrup- atricorruption commnissIon rep,orung it) an autocratic
cion ltIACt in 1074. The commission reports only to ruler could be used as an instrument of repression
the governor and is independent of rhe police force. agiinst political opponents. and the ICAC has nor
ICAC officials are paid more thani othrr g,overnment been immune to such charges. The ICAC's broad
wvorkers and ca:nnor bo transterred tOi other depart- powers could be abused in sysrems less committed ro
ments. No one ma!s lease the ItACI t,o work t;r senior the rude of law. A serieN of oversihtr cummititee and
officers who have been the subject of an inxesrigation. an independent judician act as a check on the I(,CAC-.
The ICAC has rhc powcr to inestingate and prosecute but even so the occasional scandal surfacces. As a fuir-
corruprion cases as well as to sponsor public education rher control cn its poiser. such an agencyn mighr re-
campaigns. The government s conimitment to reto;rm port not to the chief executixe bur no rhe leigsla-
u-as further indicatcd by rhe appointment of a pcrson cure. as do Liganda's lnspeccror General and the LI.S.
of unquestioned incegriM as the first head of che com- General Accounting Otffice. A rough. independent
mission and bs a polic- of investigating and prosecur- anticorruption agency is a potenlL tool and represents
ing "big tigers' from the out.er. a crediblc long-ermrn cormmInrent. but therc should

Earl' efforts to clean up corrupt sy udicares within also be checks on its ability to be mistsecl tor politri-
the police force, ho'vever. met w,, ith pro'tess. The ICAC cal ends.
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with the government for a period of years. Industrial their constituents. (However, if corrupt payoffs are used
countries with strong monitoring capacity can enforce to buy benefits for individual voters, knowledge of cor-
such measures on their multinational companies conduct- ruption may do little to stop it.)
ing business overseas. But except for the United States, * If courts are independent and citizens can sue to force
which adopted the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act in the government to comply with the law, this opens
1977, countries have been reluctant to act unilaterally for another route to control government malfeasance.
fear of subjecting their businesses to more stringent stan- * Public exposure of corruption through the media is
dards than their foreign competitors. another option. Even undemocratic rulers are likely to be

In this context, international organizations provide a sensitive to public opinion, if only because they wish to
forum for agreeing on common standards and coordinat- avoid being overthrown. A free press can be a vital check
ing action. Regional organizations such as the Organization on abuses of power, especially in countries that lack other
of American States have sponsored international conven- means of constraining politicians and bureaucrats.
tions making bribery, including international bribery, a
crime. A recent initiative by the OECD encourages ending Yet even if both the necessary information and the
the tax deductibility of bribes and criminalizing the bribing means of punishing corrupt practices are available, indi-
of foreign officials. It makes recommendations to its mem- vidual citizens are unlikely to act alone. Laws that make it
bet countries on how to deal with bribery in international easy to establish associations and nonprofits can help
business transactions. International organizations are also resolve this collective action problem. Such groups might
working to coordinate the fight against money laundering not only seek information from government, but also sup-
and, in particular, to expand the list of offenses, including ply information to government about citizens' opinions of
corruption. The forty recommendations of the Financial the quality of public services. As discussed in Chapter 7,
Action Task Force on Money Laundering include nondrug the nonprofit Public Affairs Centre in Bangalore is en-
criminal activities. This opens the way for countries to gaged in a promising experiment to publicize the per-
make illegal the use, deposit, or transfer of money acquired formance of Indian public agencies. An international
through corruption. nonprofit organization, Transparency International, is

Citizens' groups can also be an important check on the working to mobilize citizens around the world to fight
arbitrary abuse of government power-if people can orga- corruption and to publicize countries' track records. Yet
nize, and if they can find out what is happening. Govern- precisely because open information can be so potent in
ments should publish budgets, revenue collection data, promoting government reform, many countries limit such
statutes and rules, and the proceedings of legislative bod- groups or make it costly for them to organize.
ies. Financial data should be audited by an independent Strategic options: Balancing flexibility with restraints
authority like the U.S. General Accounting Office. Unau-
dited secret funds or extrabudgetary funds available to Pressures for reform are on the rise everywhere. Private en-
chief executives are an invitation to corruption. trepreneurs and firms want the credibility of state actions

Freedom-oflinformation acts in the United States and anchored by a well-functioning system of property rights.
a number of European countries are an important tool for Citizens are demanding more responsive and effective
public oversight. A recent directive of the European delivery of public services and greater probity in the use of
Union requires member states to pass freedom-of-infor- public resources. At the same time, globalization is in-
mation laws covering environmental information. Such creasing demands for a more agile state, one that can
laws enable citizens to obtain government information respond quickly to changing circumstances. These pres-
without having to show how their lives are affected by it. sures have magnified the state's dilemma: how to check
The availability of information helps citizens discipline arbitrary decisionmaking without building rigidities that
public officials at the ballot box and through other inhibit innovation and change. The fundamental chal-
avenues of protest, such as legal challenges and direct peti- lenge is to devise institutional arrangements that sustain a
tions to decisionmakers. workable balance between flexibility and restraint. Coun-

Information is of little value, however, without mech- tries with strong institutions or track records of following
anisms for using the knowledge gained to influence gov- through on commitments may have room to respond flex-
ernment behavior: ibly (even at the cost of some corruption), but countries

with dysfunctional and arbitrary governments may not.
* In democracies, citizens can vote officials out of office if States in many developing countries have demon-

they believe them to be corrupt. This gives politicians an strated a clear imbalance between flexibility and restraint.
incentive to stay honest and work for the interests of They have generally not been credible, accountable, re-
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sponsive, or agile. In several countries the capricious exer- the civil service (for instance, by raising pay and restrain-
cise of state power coupled with rampant and unpre- ing political patronage in recruitment and promotion),
dictable corruption has undermined development. States reducing opportunities for officials to act corruptly (for
with too much flexibility and not enough restraint will instance, by increasing competition and reducing officials'
find that their actions are not viewed as credible, and discretionary authority), and enhancing accountability are
investment and growth will suffer. These countries need other essential steps. Strengthening mechanisms for mon-
to strengthen the formal instruments of restraint-judi- itoring and punishment-of the people who pay bribes
cial independence, effective separation of powers-to as well as those who accept them-will require vigorous
enhance the credibility and accountability of the state. enforcement of criminal law. But it will also require over-
International commitment mechanisms can serve as a sight by formal institutions such as statutory boards and
short-term substitute while these institutions are built up. by ordinary citizens (through voice and participation).

Yet these actions will not be enough to stop the rot in These efforts can help not only in controlling corruption
countries where endemic and entrenched corruption has but also in improving many other functions of the state,
undermined key functions of the state. Strengthening such as policymaking and service delivery. The use of
formal instruments of restraint is only one element of a voice and participation to reinvigorate public institutions
multipronged strategy to control corruption. Reforming is the subject of Chapter 7.


